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Our Objectives 
Like any other charitable organisation we have a set of objectives that all of the work we carry out must 

link to. Here at the Safina Lion Conservation Fund we go by the following: 

1) To promote for the benefit of the public the conservation and protection of lions by: 

   A) Supporting conservation projects in such ways that are charitable 

   B) Conserving and protecting the natural habitat of lions 

   C) Supporting and publishing research into the conservation and husbandry of lions 

2) To advance the education of the public in lion and wildlife conservation by such means as the               

trustees decide including through the support and publishing of research. 

 

The Safina Lion Conservation Fund is a UK charity founded in April 2017 by a small group of people interested in 

lions and dedicated to aiding conservation efforts to save them in the wild. The charity is run entirely by volunteers 

and 100% of all funds that reach us go towards our charitable objectives and do not cover administration costs. 

The purpose of this strategy is to create a focus to the work that we carry out under our charitable                

objective above and to make the method of that work available for all of our supporters and the general 

public. The Strategy has been split into three sections: 

• Assessing The African Lion 

This section details the current status of the African Lion in the wild, their behaviour and the threats they face,              

covering everything that made us decide that lions are worth protecting and are a species that need help. 

• Planning Our Contribution 

This section details the ways that we intend to aid lion conservation efforts and the steps we have taken to ensure 

our impact is as big as possible. The section also adds the method the trustees will use when planning a donation,            

ensuring that the money raised is spent and donated wisely and in line with charity commission guidance. 

• Spreading The Word 

This section covers how we will spread awareness about the threats that lions face and how we will educate the 

public about the important work being carried out and the efforts that we support. 

Why A Strategy? 

Our Mission  
“TO ENSURE THE SURVIVAL OF LIONS IN 

THE WILD FOR GENERATIONS TO COME” 

Figure 1 - Adult females and cubs from the Sampu Enkare Pride. Naboisho Conservancy September 2017 



Assessing The African Lion 
This section aims to show the current status of African Lions in the wild and the threats that face them 

in their wild homelands. This information is the backbone of why the Safina Lion Conservation Fund 

focuses on lions and why we believe that they are a species worthy of support.  

The African Lion has been listed by the IUCN as ‘VULNERABLE’ since 1996. The 

African lion population has suffered a decline of 43% over the 21 years prior to 

the last assessment (1993-2014) whish is approximately three lion generations 

(3). The IUCN reached their decision by observing sample lion populations            

throughout their range. Four South African countries (Botswana, Namibia, South 

Africa and Zimbabwe) saw an increase of 12% in their sample lion populations 

however a decline of 60% was observed in sample subpopulations outside of 

those countries. In the words of the IUCN the Lion in the majority of its range 

meets the A2 criterion for Endangered with the inferred rate of decline over 50% 

in three generations but this trend is numerically mitigated by a small number of                         

subpopulations in a restricted geographical range (3). The African Lion now lives 

in less than a quarter of its historic range and are currently distributed in                      

approximately 78 habitat patches in 27 counties and since 2002, five countries 

have lost their entire lion populations (1). The Lions historic range covers most of 

the African continent,  Northwest Africa to Southwest Asia and West into Europe 

were it became extinct about 2,000 years ago. The West African Lion has now 

been listed as Critically Endangered in 2015. The most recent survey suggest that 

only 404 (269-583) lions remain in west Africa with an estimated number of 218                  

(121-375) of those being mature adults. Recent studies have linked the Central & 

West African Lion to be more closely related to that of the Asiatic Lion rather than the lions from Eastern and 

Southern Africa. (2) Subspecies are still disputed although more papers do support this new taxonomic                     

arrangement (3). The African Lion can be adapted to live in many landscapes which historically lead to them cover-

ing such an extensive range. Typically found in the savannahs of East and Southern Africa. In West and Central Afri-

ca, lions occurred throughout the region, except for the Sahara in the North, the West African coastal rainforest 

zone and the Congo Basin rainforest zone (4). 

Population Range and Distribution 

This section aims to show the natural behaviour of African Lions in the wild and how this can possibly effect                   

mitigation via conservation efforts. The lion has evolved to fortify themselves against their only real natural                   

enemy—themselves, now with less space than ever their complex living structure is under a lot of pressure. 

Natural Behaviour 

Figure 2 - Adult females and cubs from the Rongai Pride. Maasai Mara National Reserve September 2017 



The Threats They Face 

Once no longer dependant on their mothers the females may continue living within the pride on a permanent       

basis, the males however are evicted out of the group and will wander nomadically. The young males live at the 

grace of their fathers and may only be forced to leave once their fathers have been evicted but the age they leave 

the pride varies around that factor (5). Until they are fully mature these lions will live on the very edge of lion               

territory and lion society until they are ready to take over from the current coalitions. To make this easier the 

males will often follow the herds and travel huge distances over time, this in itself is great for genetics and is a        

process known as sex biased dispersal. These males will generally form groups known as coalitions, commonly 

made up of individuals that have grown up together. However young males if alone will often join up with other 

unrelated males in the same position normally of the same age or size. The females will often patrol around a           

particular territory and will very rarely leave their area. The males on the other hand will often travel many miles 

away from their birth pride and once they reach maturity they will aim to take over a territory encompassing a 

pride of females. The groups of males known as a coalition can range from any size generally between 2 and even 

6. These coalitions will compete with one another to occupy a pride territory and if they are powerful enough their 

territory can include more than one pride. Once in control the males will spend their time patrolling their pride 

range, marking their territory and roaring at night (5). The incredibly complex and different way in which lions live 

mean they need a lot of space in order to live the way that their behaviour has evolved. There are many more     

studies being done on lion social living as there are many more things still yet to be known.  

The African Lion is the only big cat species to be found in groups in both genders. Females live in a fission-fusion 

society in small groups of related individuals known as a pride.  At the core of the pride are the adult females, 

most of which are born, live, breed, and die in the same pride as their relatives. These lionesses may form smaller 

sub groups within the larger group which may become new prides overtime, but none join other, pre-existing 

prides (5). Lionesses will also be accompanied by cubs of both genders who are dependant on the pride. 

PRIDE LIVING 

Figure 3 - Adult females and cubs from the Sampu Enkare Pride. Naboisho Conservancy September 2017 

Figure 4- Maasai herdsman graze their cattle legally in the Naboisho Conservancy, Maasai Mara Ecosystem. 

When food is scarce or when an opportunity becomes available, lions may attack and eat cattle and other live-

stock. Unfortunately cows are revered very highly by the local people and cattle are often their livelihood.        

Because of this lions are often killed in retaliatory attacks when cattle are stolen or killed.  Unfortunately               

because of the level of human encroachment this threat is one of the most common causes of lion deaths. 

CONFLICT 

This section aims to briefly show the many problems faced by lions in the wild. Many of these problems threaten 

not only lions but other carnivores and animals as well. 

The most common method used to kill lions through retaliation is through poison. These poisons can be bought 

very cheaply in Africa and can cause a hugely cruel death to any lion. Because the poison is on a food source it 

wont just affect lions but any other carnivore species and birds of prey, resulting in a huge loss to any eco-system. 



Figure 5 - Fenced homesteads showing the land ownership outside the Maasai Mara in the neighbouring community land. 

As more and more lion populations become more fragmented lions are unable to disperse 

as far as they normally would. This leads to populations becoming more inbred as male 

lions are more likely to gain territories closer to their birthplace. The consequences of            

inbreeding can lead to future breeding problems and problems with their immune system.  

INBREEDING 

COMMERCIAL 

LAND USE 

Fences are now more commonly being put up to separate some homesteads from one another. This is having 

dire consequences by blocking possible migration routes used by herd animals. These fences can make all animal 

movements severely restricted and cause injuries when animals do try to cross them.  

FENCES 

Domestic dogs are kept widely in Africa to try and deter predators from coming near cattle 

either during the day or at night. However many of these dogs are unvaccinated and can 

therefore cause disease spread from domestic sources into the wild. Canine Distemper is 

one of these diseases and has been documented in many wild big cat populations. 

DISEASE 

After our assessment we agreed that supporting lion conservation was more than justified and that the species was 

in need of support. With a population still in decline in the majority of its range it is important that this apex                    

predator is not lost as it could have catastrophic consequences on the eco-system. Without a top predator herds of 

prey species would increase which would leave many eco-systems over grazed and potentially make it easier for 

disease to spread through animal populations. The African Lion suffers from a huge number of threats where many 

different impacts are not solely responsible for their decline, this means for a very varied and practical approach 

with many different methods for mitigation being deployed.  Now we have assessed the species as in need of          

support we can now go to plan the next stages of where our support should go towards. 

 A Species In Need Of Help 

In some areas lions are still killed for ceremonial purposes and are killed by tribes who               

believe that killing a lion can be a rite of passage and often associated with bravery or 

demonstrating the entering of manhood. 

CEREMONIAL 

KILLING 

Bushmeat is a problem affecting most lion prey species that are killed for their meat in the 

illegal bushmeat trade. This animals are often killed in unpleasant ways and snares are 

often used. Not only can this trade cause a decrease of the lions prey it can also cause 

death as lions may  get caught up in these snares too. Lions are also poached for their 

bones and body parts which are then often sent to the east to trade on the black market. 

POACHING & 

BUSHMEAT 

More and more areas outside protected areas are becoming more susceptible to other 

types of land use. Commercial wheat farming has become incredibly popular and has         

removed what was once huge open savannahs home to numerous African species. This 

has now caused the fragmentation of many existing wild lion populations.  

CATTLE                    

GRAZING 

Cattle are the livelihood of many different groups of people throughout Africa and the           

encroachment of commercial land use has pushed these cattle herders to further conflict in 

the areas closer to the wildlife. Cattle can have a massive impact on the eco-system and by 

over grazing certain landscapes they can cause lion prey species to leave a particular area. 



Assessing Their Natural Behaviour 

Planning Our Contribution 
This section aims to show how we intend to show our support for conservation efforts working in the 

field. Conservation is  a huge area and we intend to focus on several particular points to try and find a 

purpose to our work as well as something that we an focus all our efforts on. 

Knowing What We Can Do 
As a small charity we are unable to support large scale initiatives, conduct reintroductions, start community led 

projects and pay salaries that may cost tens of thousands of pounds to start up. However there are many projects 

out in the field already doing brilliant work that are under the constant financial pressure of many small charitably 

led organisations. We believe that at the Safina Lion Conservation Fund we can assist these conservation projects 

and contribute to the work that they do. These organisations have already put the administration funds into these 

projects that we would not be able to afford and we can now take the opportunity to allow them to further the 

work they do on the ground. We don’t want to reinvent the wheel, we want to work with existing projects and to 

support conservation is a positive manner through collaboration with anyone working towards the same goal. 

Finding Our Focus 
Having decided the way we want to contribute towards conservation efforts we then had to decide the areas of 

lion conservation that we would like to support. There are many aspects to conserving a species with efforts going 

towards different methods and different targets. We believe that it would be better to channel our available funds 

and educational efforts to specific areas that we have selected as our targeted points of interest. This gives us an 

important focus to our work, allowing us to support different projects trying to achieve the same aims                     

throughout different remaining wild lion populations. These can of course be changed as and when achievements 

are made or more areas are thought to be of more concern and in need of help. 

Together trustees have selected the following areas. 

 

Reaching A Target 
As we are unable to conduct important conservation work ourselves and that we will be supporting conservation 

projects already doing good work we want to make sure that we use our funds in the best way possible. As a small 

charity it is vital to us that the small funds that we do raise really go to make as big an impact as possible. 

To make it easier to raise funds and to connect with our supporters we will raise funds that either goes to buy 

equipment or towards a particular small project. This could include a salary, vehicle, GPS collar or other research                   

equipment for example. This will also allow us to channel our funds in phases allowing us to then send off                      

particular payments knowing exactly what they have gone to achieve. This also means that we can organise                 

fundraising initiatives for one particular thing giving us a focus to work on at any one time.. 

Figure 6 - Adult females and cubs from the Rongai Pride. Maasai Mara National Reserve September 2017 



• LIONS OUTSIDE PROTECTED AREAS 

Only the West African Lion is listed as an Endangered species, as all lions in other areas throughout the continent 

are only listed as Vulnerable they gain very little protection. Lions are only protected inside wildlife protected areas 

such as National Parks, Reserves or conservancies, in the community area they do not have protection in the eyes 

of the law. This means that death by retaliation is not an illegal offence but it is frowned upon by many                     

communities with the influence of modern conservation efforts. The fate of many lions living in unprotected areas 

is at the hand of education efforts. Here at the Safina Lion Conservation Fund we pledge to support projects               

working to monitor and protect lions in these areas and to educate the local communities about their importance 

in the eco-system. 

• YOUNG DISPERSING MALE LIONS  

As already explained normal lion behaviour dictates that once male lions have reached sexual maturity they are 

evicted from their birth pride and surrounding territories normally by new incoming male lions taking over the        

area. These young males are then not tolerated in these areas by fully grown males and live on the edge of lion    

society. By being in this position the males often retreat to the edges of lion territory which can often lead them to 

seeking refuge in the community areas outside the National Parks 

and protected areas. This in turn can make them vulnerable to                 

conflict with the local people and they are often blamed for the               

killing of cattle and goats that may have been killed by them or by 

another predator species. Unfortunately the amount of space needed 

by lions to display natural behaviour means that young males at this 

period are often the most vulnerable lions within these areas. Here at 

the Safina Lion Conservation Fund we pledge to assist projects that 

monitor and protect these young male lions to ensure that they             

remain safe. This could be through GP collaring, education effort, 

monitoring and research and other such methods appropriate. 

Figure 7 - Three year old male lion, Naboisho                
Conservancy, Maasai Mara. 

Figure 8– View over community land outside the Maasai Mara National Reserve, Kenya. 
• INVOLVING LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

One of the biggest threats to lions in the wild is the growing human population and the fragmentation of their            

habitat. One of the most important ways to ensure lions are protected is to make sure that the local society remain 

on side. Lions can kill cattle and goats if they are in need of a meal. Unfortunately livestock is incredibly important 

to many of the local people living in these areas and retaliation kills are not uncommon. Many conservation           

projects are involving and employing the local people as their knowledge and skill set in wildlife tracking are second 

to none.  Educating children is also incredibly important to increasing conflict reducing methods in years to come. 

At the Safina Lion Conservation Fund we pledge to support projects that employ local people in conserving and 

protecting lions and their environment and that help educate the local people and children about lion behaviour, 

their biology and their importance in the eco-system. 



In order to ensure that donations are taken seriously the trustees have developed a ‘Donation Policy’ and checklist. 

This ensures that funds raised are spent wisely and in line with the charity commission to fit our charitable                      

objectives. The trustees will use the following checklist to determine whether the conservation projects should be 

donated the funds that have been raised. If the organisation is funding for other conservation projects in the field in 

a similar manner to the fund the following criteria must be applicable: 

• Do the objectives and aims of the Organisation match those of the Safina Lion Conservation Fund? 

• Does the Organisation work with the local people and is it for their benefit? 

• Are there any Educational Elements to the Organisation? 

The organisation in question must after research and discussion receive a yes to all the above questions as well as a               

positive view from the ‘Conservation Advisory Committee’. If the organisation is carrying out the conservation work 

itself then the following questions will then be asked the following questions: 

• Does the Organisation work with other conservation bodies, universities or zoological collections? 

• How successful is the organisation? Does it have a well thought out development plan and does it receive 

any scientific support or advice? 

If any concerns are raised about the scientific quality or the openness of the organisation more discussions will be 

held between the trustees and the organisation itself. If the organisation has proof of planning to fulfil these             

categories soon in the future but has not yet reached that stage in their development then a donation may still be           

considered. As detailed earlier trustees plan to raise money to target certain projects or equipment to ensure that 

money is not simply taken into administrative costs. Organisations will be under constant scrutiny and although we 

may plan to continue funding them we will stop if any doubts on the work they do or where they funds are spent 

are brought up. Trustees will also be in contact with the organisation and we will ask for an update to see how our 

donation has fared.  

If the Trustees deem the Organisation to fit all the above categories and discussed all of them thoroughly 

through research and after consulting the organisation itself the donation will then be given. 

Conservation Advisory Committee 
In order to assist in the decision making of the trustees a group of experienced people from different backgrounds 

has been created in order to give feedback on potential conservation projects that we may support. The advisors 

are given a feedback form with many questions and space for their own comments. Although the conservation               

advisors do not have the power to make a decision, the view of experienced and knowledgeable people is an                     

invaluable tool for all trustees when making these important decisions. 

Donation Policy 

As well as contributing towards particular conservation efforts the Fund intends to also support research into lion 

conservation and husbandry. 

Aside working to raise funds for lion conservation efforts we also plan to work on another objective by “Supporting 

and publishing research into the conservation and husbandry of lions”. Through this objective we pledge to              

support individuals or organisations conducting research on lion conservation or husbandry matters. This could be 

data collection in situ on existing wild populations or researching lion behaviour ex situ in zoos or wildlife parks. 

Any of these research projects must fit in with our charitable objectives and will have the option to be published 

online on our website. This research will allow us to have a better understanding of lion behaviour and we will 

make it accessible for anyone to read. 

Supporting Research 



The current crisis of all wildlife is of huge importance to man-kind and is something becoming increasingly more in 

the public eye. We believe that it is important for our education elements to be as wide-spread as possible as not                     

everybody will be fortunate enough to visit zoological parks where the information may be readily available. To act 

on this trustees have built and now maintain a website full of information about the charity but also information 

about lions themselves. This is available to anyone with a computer and is continuously added to by the trustees. 

The following pages have also been developed as well as a page giving an overview to the African lion and the 

differences between the African and the Asiatic subspecies. 

Spreading The Word 
This section aims to show the ways that we intend in educating communities in the UK about the               

problems that face lions in the wild. It was also cover how we intend to work with zoos to spread these 

important conservation messages. 

Making Education Accessible For All 
Figure 9 - African lioness Arusha at Noah’s Ark Zoo Farm, Bristol—World Lion Day 2017 

Natural Behaviour      -      Natural Habitat      -      Fighting to Survive      -      Lions of the UK 

Information about how lions behave 

including why they live in groups. 

Information about where 

lions live in the wild. 

Information about the 

plights lions face in the 

wild. 

Information about the work zoos do 

for lion welfare and husbandry 

As well as factual information the website is now home to a blog detailing the trip our chairman took to the Maasai 

Mara National Park, Kenya in September. The blog aims to provide an insight into the life of the lions in the Mara 

hopefully giving any reader a look at how these lions live in the wild. Any more trips taken by the trustees to visit 

wild lion populations will also be added here in the future. The fund also has an active social media presence on 

Facebook where information about the work of the charity is posted as well as any relevant information about lion 

conservation and husbandry that may be of interest to our supporters. 

A Cooperative Approach 
Here at the Safina Lion Conservation Fund we are inspired by zoo lions and we believe that zoo lions can be a vital               

resource to help educate and to raise awareness and funds for lion conservation efforts world-wide. Here at the 

fund we work with zoos because we believe that they are important. They also have one thing that we do not—

lions. This makes zoos the ideal place to get people to learn while they visit about the threats facing lions in the 

wild. We believe that by accepting and working with zoos we can then focus on the really important matter of the 

decline of lions in the wild. Many zoos actively contribute or even run their own conservation programs to help       

protect lions in Africa and we are proud to work alongside them to achieve this objective. 



Ambassadors For The Wild 
Our ‘Ambassadors For The Wild’ project sees us work with zoos and use their             

lions as a figurehead to high lighten the threats that their cousins face in the wild. It 

is our hope that these individuals can inspire people to take an interest and to learn 

more about them. These lions are of a huge interest to the Safina Lion Conservation 

Fund as our charity is inspired by them.  

It is our intention to create a legacy for our name-sake Safina, her companion Zuri 

and their family. By telling their story to our supporters and the general public we 

hope to create an interest in captive lions and how they can be an important part in 

raising awareness and funds for their wild cousins. We intend to make sure that 

these captive lions play an important role and that their potential is never forgotten. 

Do You Have An Idea? 

Spreading Awareness 
Zoos and wildlife parks also have something else that we don’t—An audience. Here at the fund we intend to print 

out educational leaflets and use our zoo contacts to help disperse them in gift shops and  education centres. This 

will allow us to educate people who visit these places by offering free educational material for them to take away. 

We also intend when we have the funds available to make more permanent contribution to public education by 

sponsoring the creation of educational signs at zoos in the UK. These signs will feature information about lion                 

biology and behaviour, their threats in the wild and their distribution throughout Africa. To us this is one of the  

easiest ways to share important conservation messages and information about lion behaviour and their biology. 

Figure 10— Masai, African male 
lion at Noah’s Ark Zoo Farm, 

World Lion Day 2017 
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We are nothing without our supporters and we cannot achieve anything without their support.  Being a small               

charity we rely heavily on one off donations and individually organised sponsorship events. 

If you are interested in our work in lion conservation please follow our website and Facebook page                  

www.safinalionconservation.org 

If you have any comments or you have any feedback on our strategy please contact us at                                                                  

info@safinalionconservation.org 
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